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Mitraniketan has been in providing development-oriented education projects to empower
disadvantaged children, youth, rural women, and marginal farmers.

Coconut Fiber for livelihood
Though the pandemic situation continuous, we have initiated a Two
month skill development programme for village women in extraction
of coconut fiber and production of value added products using the fiber.
Kerala is known for coconut trees and plenty of coconuthusk available
are unutilized. The natural fiber of coconut is environmental friendly
and strong.20 women joined for the training programme at the Rural
Weaving in Coir Loom by Sethu

Technology Centre of Mitraniketan. They will be trained in 2 batches
considering the health protocol. SethuViswanathan inaugurated the
programme on 4th November and motivated the women to learn the
extraction of fiber and use it for making yarn (coir) and coir based value
added products like foot mat etc. She said the coco pith (dust from the
fiber) can be used as a good raw material fornatural composting. We
aim at creating income generating opportunities for women using the
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locally available natural resources like coconut fiber.

The pandemic situation in Kerala continuous to be active. The

COVID-19 update

Schools, Restaurants, Malls and Tourist centres are still closed.
The positive thing is that the number of corona infection is
coming down along with increase in the percentage of recovery.
Mitraniketan School and the People's college are closed until
further directions from the Govt. Online classes are on for the
children. The other activities of Mitraniketan are continuing with
limited staff members. We hope the corona situation will be
controlled by the coming summer in 2021 (April-May).
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Rice Farm yields better

Paddy harvest is initiating by local government (Vellanad panchayath)
Representative Mr. Sreekandan along with Reghu and farmers

The paddy cultivation at Mitraniketan is a News today as no other paddy farm is
cultivated in Vellanad

panchayath due to its poor profit. Paddy cultivation is labour intensive

and so farmers converted paddy fields into banana farms. Viswanathan wanted to retain paddy
fields to produce our staple food (rice) locally and also retain the paddy fields to ensure ground
water recharge. The one hectare paddy field cultivated by Mitraniketan using machines,
agriculture students and local farmers yield good harvest, both paddy and paddy straw. All the
traditional festivals in Kerala are connected with harvest which is disappearing today along with
changes in farming. We are using the paddy harvest for better quality seeds and the fodder forCattle.

Low Cost Paper Bag Making Machine

Mitraniketan RTC has developed a small paper bag making machine , paper bag that can carry a weight of 10 kg. The
production cost of a bag is only 25 paise. Newspapers, maida flour, Jute yarn and alum are the raw materials needed to
produce the bag. The price of a machine is only Rs 750. Mitraniketan has already trained 100 women. Trainees make
paper bags and deliver them to shops.

